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Abstract
NoordzeeWind carries out an extensive measurement and evaluation program as part of the Off-
shore Wind farm Egmond aan Zee (OWEZ) project. The technical part of the measurement and 
evaluation program considers topics as climate statistics, wind and wave loading, detailed per-
formance monitoring of the wind turbines, etc.
Wave height data measured at the ammunition dump in the “IJgeul” and at the OWEZ location 
as well as predicted wave height data at the former location are analyzed and compared. Also,
the frequency of vessels being able to access the turbines at the OWEZ location is analysed. 
This report involves data from the 1st of January 2006 until the 13th of October 2008.
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1. Introduction

In order to access the wind turbines at the Offshore Wind farm Egmond aan Zee (OWEZ) for
operation and maintenance (O&M) procedures wave heights should not be too high for a certain 
period of time. NoordzeeWind defined a significant wave height of 1.5m as maximum at which 
the crew vessels are allowed to deliver service personnel to the turbines. Instantaneous waves, 
however, could be larger. It is therefore important to monitor and predict wave heights near this 
location.

At the ammunition dump in the “IJgeul” near IJmuiden predicted and measured significant
wave heights were made available by courtesy of Rijkswaterstaat (RWS), and in particular the 
“Hydro-Meteo Centrum Noordzee” (HMCN), for the period January 2006 until October 2008. 
The mentioned “IJgeul” location is at 52°33’48’’N and 4°3’48’’E [1]. This location has been 
chosen to be representative for the OWEZ location, because it is the nearest location for which 
predicted significant wave heights are available. Also, it has already been shown that simultane-
ous wave measurements at the “IJgeul” location and the OWEZ location are highly correlated 
[2]. The predicted and measured significant wave height data for the “IJgeul” location have 
been provided by RWS on request of NoordzeeWind and can be provided by RWS on request to 
third parties as well. Also, some data are available on www.meetadviesdienst.nl.

At the OWEZ location significant wave heights were measured for at least a period covering the 
aforementioned period. The meteorological mast at the OWEZ location is located at 
52°26’22.9’’N and 4°23’22.7’’E [3]. Both locations are indicated in Figure 1.1 and the distance 
between them is approximately 23 km. As not mentioned differently within this report, from 
now on wave height always means significant wave height.

Figure 1.1 Map indicating the “IJgeul” location and the “OWEZ” location

The quality of the data is described in chapter 2. It should be mentioned that the quality of the 
data files from the “IJgeul” is not perfect: Sometimes data occur two or even three times in the 
files. Also, some data are, according to their timestamps, in the wrong order.  The data files 
have been rearranged according to their timestamps and data occurring multiple times are con-
sidered only once.

http://www.meetadviesdienst.nl
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Having these datasets the purpose of this report is twofold. On the one hand it tries to answer 
the question whether or not the predicted wave heights at the “IJgeul” location represent the 
measured wave heights at the OWEZ location. On the other hand an analysis is made on the fre-
quency of crew vessels being able to access the turbines for O&M procedures. The comparison 
of the predicted wave heights with the measured wave heights is presented in chapter 3 and in
chapter 4 it is described how often wave heights are below 1.5m for periods of at least 4h or 8h 
length.
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2. Wave height data

From the 1st of January 2006 until the 13th of October 2008 data are available of wave heights
that were measured at the “IJgeul” location every hour. Also, predictions of wave heights were 
made available for this location. These predictions were generated using several models, such as 
the “High Resolution Limited Area Model” (HIRLAM) and the “European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts” (ECMWF) model, and consultancy with the Dutch meteorological 
institute “Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut” (KNMI). The results from 
NEDWAM (“Wave Analysis Model” specified to the Netherlands) have been used for compari-
son only2.

These predictions comprise 24 hour predictions, meaning that at a certain moment wave heights 
are predicted for 1 hour ahead, 2 hours ahead, etc., up to 24 hours ahead. These 24 hour predic-
tions are made at various instants of the day. Figure 2.1 shows at what hour of the day these 24 
hour predictions are made. It is clear that most 24 hour predictions are made at 0:00 hours, 
6:00/7:00 hours, 12:00 hours and 18:00 hours, although 24 hour predictions are also made at 
various other moments of the day. 

Figure 2.1 Hour of the day (CET) at which a 24 hour prediction of wave heights is made as 
function of date.

In order to compare predicted and measured wave heights a predicted wave height dataset is 
needed. Since 24 hour predictions of wave heights are made at various instants of the day 
                                               
2 Oral information from RWS/HMCN.
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(Figure 2.1), there exist multiple predictions for one moment of the day. For instance, a predic-
tion of the wave height for 10:00 hours is made at 6:00 hours, but also at 0:00 hours. Therefore,
a predicted wave height dataset can be constructed in various ways. In this report a so-called 
shortest term prediction is chosen, which means that always the youngest prediction is chosen.
Therefore, these shortest term predictions mainly are up to 6h. An exception is section 3.2; here
it is analysed what the quality of the predictions for 1, 12 and 24 hours ahead are. It should be 
noted that there are no predictions and measurements between 6:00h 20th of July 2006 and 
18:00h 21st of July 2006. 

At the OWEZ location wave heights are being measured covering (at least) the same period. 
These data involve 10 minute statistics. Therefore, in order to compare with the “IJgeul” data 
we average these data in order to obtain hourly data. In detail this means that for instance the 
(hourly) value at 10:00 hours is the average of the 10 minute values between 10:00 hours and 
11:00 hours.
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3. Comparison measurement and prediction

3.1 Shortest term predictions
In this section we compare the measured wave height data with the shortest term predictions. 
These have a prediction period mainly up to 6h. The measurements and predictions of the wave 
heights are shown in Figure 3.1, specified for the years 2006, 2007 and 2008 (top to bottom), 
respectively. In these plots it is shown that the three datasets are very much alike. Also they are
an indication of the availability of the data. As stated before there are no predictions and meas-
urements for the “IJgeul” location between 6:00h 20th of July 2006 and 18:00h 21st of July 2006 
only. Furthermore, we see that the measurements at the OWEZ location are for large periods of 
time unavailable, which was already concluded in [4].

Figure 3.1 Time series of predicted wave heights for the “IJgeul” location, measured wave 
heights for the “IJgeul” location and measured wave heights for the OWEZ 
location. The green data points indicate the period that the OWEZ data are 
available. 
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Figure 3.2 Predicted wave height at the “IJgeul” location against measured wave height at the 
“IJgeul” location (upper plot) fitted with a linear function, for which the steepness, 
offset and mean error is given. Probability density distribution of the difference
(middle plot) fitted with a normal distribution, for which the mean and standard 
deviation is given. Quantile-Quantile plot (lower plot) for the predicted and 
measured wave height at the “IJgeul” location.
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Figure 3.3 Predicted wave height at the “IJgeul” location against measured wave height at the 
OWEZ location (upper plot) fitted with a linear function, for which the steepness, 
offset and mean error is given. Probability density distribution of the difference
(middle plot) fitted with a normal distribution, for which the mean and standard 
deviation is given. Quantile-Quantile plot (lower plot) for the predicted and 
measured wave height at the OWEZ location.
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In Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 measured wave height data that are available for the “IJgeul” and 
OWEZ location, respectively, are compared with predicted wave height data. The upper plots 
show a scatter plot of the predicted wave heights against the measured wave heights, which is 
fitted with a linear function. In both cases the linear fit indicates that the datasets correlate well. 
In the “IJgeul” case the fit is a bit better.

The middle plots show the probability density distributions of the difference, defined by the 
measured wave height minus the predicted wave height. These distributions are fitted with a 
normal distribution, although these fits are not perfect. In the “IJgeul” case the mean (μ) is 
closer to zero and the standard deviation (σ) is smaller as compared to the OWEZ case, indicat-
ing that in general the differences are smaller in the former case.

The lower plots show Quantile-Quantile (qq) plots, where the quantiles of the predicted wave 
height dataset are plotted against the quantiles of the measured wave height dataset. In both 
cases the coinciding quantiles are close to the 1:1 line, indicating that measured and predicted 
wave heights originate from the same distribution. Since the data in the OWEZ case deviate 
more from this line, especially for larger wave heights (> 400cm), it may be concluded that the 
measured and predicted wave heights in the “IJgeul” case are more alike. This is expected, since 
the location is the same.

The shortest term wave height predictions resemble the measured wave heights for both the 
“IJgeul” and the OWEZ locations very well. The “IJgeul” predictions are therefore representa-
tive for the OWEZ location.

3.2 12h and 24h predictions
In this section we compare measured and predicted wave heights again, but now the focus is 
more on the long term prediction: 12h and 24h. As can be seen from Figure 2.1 24 hour predic-
tions are made on various moments of the day. We consider the 24 hour prediction taken at 0:00 
hours (whenever available) and compare the predicted wave height for 1, 12 and 24 hours ahead
with the measured wave height (whenever available) at the “IJgeul” location as well as the 
OWEZ location.
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Figure 3.4 Predicted wave height at the “IJgeul” location against measured wave height at the 
“IJgeul” location (upper plots) fitted with a linear function. Probability density 
distribution of the difference (middle plots) fitted with a normal distribution. 
Quantile-Quantile plot (lower plots) for the predicted and measured wave height at 
the “IJgeul” location. Distinction for the prediction is made for1h, 12h and 24h 
ahead (left to right).
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Figure 3.5 Predicted wave height at the “IJgeul” location against measured wave height at the 
OWEZ location (upper plots) fitted with a linear function. Probability density 
distribution of the difference (middle plots) fitted with a normal distribution. 
Quantile-Quantile plot (lower plots) for the predicted and measured wave height at 
the OWEZ location. Distinction for the prediction is made for 1h, 12h and 24h 
ahead (left to right).
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In Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 similar plots as in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 are given, respectively: 
The upper plots contain scatter plots of the predicted wave heights against the measured wave
heights, the middle plots contain probability density distribution of the difference and in the 
lower plots qq plots of the predicted wave heights against the measured wave heights are shown. 
In the figures distinction is made for the prediction of 1, 12 and 24 hours ahead (left to right). In 
Figure 3.4 the measured wave heights concerns the data taken at the “IJgeul” location and in 
Figure 3.5 it concerns the data from the OWEZ location.

Generally speaking the predictions resemble the measurements well, although we can conclude 
that longer term predictions become less accurate. This can for instance be seen from: an in-
crease of the deviation of the linear fit in the upper plots from 1 (except for 1 hour ahead in the
OWEZ case), an increase of the mean error of this fit (increase in scatter) and a broader prob-
ability density distribution of the difference in the middle plots. Also we conclude that in gen-
eral the predictions are a bit better for the “IJgeul” measurements than they are for the OWEZ 
measurements, although it should be mentioned that the 12h ahead predictions are nearly 
equally well.

In order to have a clear view on how well the 24h wave height predictions are for the measured 
wave heights at the OWEZ location we list the mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of the nor-
mal distributions fitted to the differences of the measured wave heights and the predicted wave 
heights in Table 3.1. The mean values are shown because they indicate the mean offsets: gener-
ally the wave heights are overestimated. The standard deviations are shown, because they indi-
cate the confidence level. We conclude that the 24h ahead predicted wave heights are all within 
the region from 53.9cm below the measured wave heights to 76.9cm above the measured wave 
heights for 95% of the time.

Table 3.1 Mean and standard deviation of differences between the measured wave heights at 
the OWEZ location and the predicted wave heights at the “IJgeul” location.

Prediction 
hours ahead μ in cm σ in cm 2σ in cm

1 -6 15.1 30.2
12 -8.1 24.9 49.8
24 -11.5 32.7 65.4
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4. Periods with wave heights smaller than 1.5m

Wave height measurements and predictions are particularly interesting for O&M procedures at 
the OWEZ wind farm. In order to access the turbines wave heights should be smaller than 1.5m 
for periods of a few hours (for instance at least 4h or 8h). In order to determine how often wave 
heights are below the maximum value, we consider (shortest term) predicted wave heights for a 
period of two full years: 1st of August 2006 until 31st of July 2008. This dataset is chosen be-
cause the predicted wave heights resemble the measured ones very well, the two full years do 
not contain gaps and possible seasonal effects are averaged.

Table 4.1 shows how often wave heights are below 1.5m for periods of at least 4h and 8h in 
percentages. In the last two rows of Table 4.1 only data is considered during daytime (6:00 
hours – 19:00 hours).

Table 4.1 Percentages of wave heights below 1.5m for periods of at least 4h or 8h.
Number of hours Percentage

4 61 %
8 57 %

4 (daytime) 61 %
8 (daytime) 57 %

It is clear from Table 4.1 that it doesn’t matter whether we consider daytime or not. Also, the 
difference between the number of wave heights below 1.5m for periods of at least 4h and 8h is 
only a few percent. This means that for periods with wave heights below 1.5m of 4h there is a 
large possibility that they will remain below 1.5m for at least a period of 8h.

It is interesting to see to what extend the numbers in Table 4.1 depend on seasonal effects. 
Therefore Table 4.2 shows the same, but now the numbers are specified for the different quar-
ters of the year, where Q1 is from January to March.

Table 4.2 Percentages of wave heights below 1.5m for periods of at least 4h or 8h, specified 
for the different quarters.

Number of hours Percentage
Q1 Winter Q2 Spring Q3 Summer Q4 Autumn

4 41 % 85 % 70 % 47 %
8 37 % 82 % 66 % 44 %

4 (daytime) 40 % 86 % 70 % 47 %
8 (daytime) 37 % 83 % 66 % 43 %

Again, we see from Table 4.2 that specification with respect to daytime has hardly any effect 
and that the number of wave heights below 1.5m for periods of at least 4h and 8h differ only by 
a few percent. However, it is quite clear that the specification with respect to the different quar-
ters has a large influence. Wave heights are much more often below 1.5m for periods of at least 
4h and 8h in the 2nd and 3rd quarter of the year than they are in the 1st and 4th quarter. 
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5. Conclusions

Based on the analysis performed in this report we draw the following conclusions:

 For the period 1st January 2006 until the 13th of October 2008 24h wave height predic-
tions are made at the “IJgeul” location on various moments of the day. A so-called 
shortest term prediction data file is created in order to compare with measured wave 
heights at the “IJgeul” location and the OWEZ location.

 The shortest term wave height predictions resemble the measured wave heights for both 
the “IJgeul” and the OWEZ locations very well. The “IJgeul” predictions are therefore 
representative for the OWEZ location.

 In order to compare the predicted wave heights for 1, 12 and 24 hours ahead with the 
measured wave heights (both locations), 24h predictions taken at 0:00h are considered. 
The predictions resemble the measurements well, although obviously longer term pre-
dictions become less accurate.

 Generally, the wave heights are overestimated. The 24h ahead predicted wave heights 
are all within the region from 53.9cm below the measured wave heights to 76.9cm 
above the measured wave heights for 95% of the time.

 The correlation between the predicted wave heights and the measured wave heights at 
the “IJgeul” location is better than the correlation between the predicted wave heights 
and the measured wave heights at the OWEZ location. This is anticipated because the 
predicted wave heights are specified for the “IJgeul” location. Therefore, it is expected 
that predictions of the wave heights specific for the OWEZ location will improve the 
correlation between those predictions and the measured wave heights at the OWEZ lo-
cation.

 We have analysed the accessibility of the turbines based on the shortest term wave 
height prediction dataset, considered in the period 1st of August 2006 until the 31st of 
July 2008. 61% of the wave heights are below 1.5m for at least 4h and 57% of the wave 
heights are below 1.5m for at least 8h. Considering only daytime data (6:00h until 
19:00h) makes no difference.

 Wave heights are much more often below 1.5m for periods of at least 4h and 8h in the 
2nd and 3rd quarter of the year (66% - 86%) than they are in the 1st and 4th quarter (37% -
47%).
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